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Good morning America! I am your newly elected, not technically fitting within the
bounds of our legal system as I am under the age of 35 president! In my incredibly short
term, I firstly plan to undo literally everything the previous president, Donald Trump,
did, through an all encompassing executive order. This includes:
● Resigning the Paris Climate Agreement
● Reinstating the USA in the United Nations Human Rights Council
●

Removing the so-called “Muslim Ban”

● Stopping any and all planning of a wall at the country’s southern border
○ Instead lessening border control, ICE raids, and supporting legal
immigration without criminalizing refugees and encouraging intolerance
● Removing support for Brett Kavanaugh as Supreme Court nominee
● Stop efforts to repeal Obamacare
● Ending tax cuts to the rich and corporations
● Cutting approval to transnational oil pipelines
● Reinstate all protected land that has been decreased since Trump took office
● Attempting to shift foreign policy away from “America First” and into a “helping
others when we can afford to” mindset.
● Many more laws, cases, and executive orders would be undone as well, following
my principle of anti-bigotry and education

I am constantly mad and upset in our political climate, and curiously enough
when given the opportunity to wreak havoc upon it I find it difficult to pick a starting
point. Everything is interconnected and related, each action has a reaction, and well, I’m
not one to worry about my approval ratings.
My second action as President would be a number of original policy measures, to
be phased in gradually over the next five years (time subject to change so long as
significant progress is being made) to avoid massive social and economic upheaval. I
focus generally in government regulatory policies on the economy as they relate to the
access of sustainable resources and the idea of an eventually more environmentally
friendly country.
● Removing subsidies on gasoline, so consumers see the true cost of fossil
fuels and are deterred from purchasing them
○ Gasoline would then go from around $3 a gallon to $12 a gallon
●

Removing corporate and federal subsidies on fossil fuels in general, and
giving them to renewable energy companies instead

● Allocating money for improving public transportation infrastructure
● Holding preexisting environmental legislation to higher standards of
prosecution in courts
● Add a time constraint to Superfund sites, in which companies responsible
must clean up the site in a timely fashion, subject to review by the
government

● Legislate that while farming using GMOs is legal, companies that produce
these seeds cannot patent them so strictly to where neighboring farms
cannot harvest and replant their own, non-GMO seeds
● Break up agricultural monopolies and hold them to strict, unrelenting
standards of worker health and documentation, as well as animal health
○ Limiting CAFOs
● Make an introductory level environmental science class mandatory for all
congresspeople
○ This can be taken when elected to office, but must be completed
within six months of election
Noted, as the President I would have aides and policy advisors to help me
research policy plans, however I am just a college student under a time constraint so
this are the top priorities to my recognition currently. It is imperative as a nation to stop
favoring corporations over citizens, and the economy over the environment. We need
review standards, and to hold corporations to the law, especially as it comes to
negligence and environmental degradation through loopholes of preexisting policy.
Understandably, this is a great deal of ideas that necessitate further expansion, as well
as legislation that recognizes the nuances and gradual shifts necessary to lasting,
beneficial change in the United States. It serves more as a brief overview of my policy
ideas if I were to be president.
Thanks to this BBC article for the overview of Trump legislation!

